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ABSTRACT

2.

In this paper we give a brief overview of the Webis group’s
participation in the TREC 2014 Web, Session and Contextual Suggestion tracks. All our runs for the Web and the
Session track are on the full ClueWeb12 and use the online Indri retrieval system hosted at CMU. Our runs for the
Contextual Suggestion track are based on the open web.
As for the Web track, our runs are aimed at one research
question: whether using axioms for re-ranking a baseline result list improve the retrieval performance. Therefore, we
implement the axioms available in the axiomatic IR literature and combine them with new axioms aimed at term
proximity. Trained on the TREC 2013 Web track data,
three promising combinations of axioms are identified in a
large-scale experiment and used for our three runs.
As for the session track, we tackle three research questions
in three different runs. First, similar to the Web track, we
examine whether an axiom combination helps to improve
session retrieval. Second, we examine the effect of presenting
relevant documents from previous years when they seem to
be related to the current queries of the 2014 data. Our third
question is whether the user interactions can be used to train
an activation model to predict relevant documents for new
queries.
As for the contextual suggestion track, our research question is whether explanations based on the user profile and
explaining why specific entities are suggested by the system
are perceived positively or negatively by the user. Our focus is not explicitly on finding the most relevant suggestions
but rather on examining the effect of different descriptions.
Thus, the system for finding the suggestions is simply based
on techniques shown promising in the previous years. Our
first run uses “standard” descriptions while in the second run
the standard description is enriched by a profile specific sentence explaining the reasoning underlying the suggestion.

The research question we examine in the Web track is
whether axiomatic re-ranking of the baseline retrieval system’s result list can improve retrieval performance.
We will first describe the basic idea underlying our axiomatic approach, then give some details of the training process that identifies promising axiom combinations, and then
briefly describe the three combinations used in our three
runs.

2.1

2.1.1

General Setup

In the recent IR literature, several axioms are proposed
that retrieval models should follow to generate good rankings; Hui Fang’s web page gives a good overview of the existing literature.2
Our main idea is to use combinations of such axioms as
the basis of retrieval models that “by definition” follow the
axioms as best as possible. The respective process consists
of three steps similar to a Learning-to-Rank framework (cf.
Figure 1). First, an initial ranking is obtained from a baseline retrieval system (Indri in our case) from which only the
top n retrieved documents are considered as the candidate
set for further processing (n = 50 in our case). In a second
step, each axiom is used to create an individual re-ranking
of the candidates. Finally, in the third step the rankings of
http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~hfang/AX.html

RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

Our runs for the Web and the Session track are on the
full ClueWeb12 corpus (category A) and use the provided
baseline result lists in a re-ranking approach. In case that
some further documents were needed, we us the language
modeling based Indri search engine provided by the Carnegie
Mellon University.1
Our runs for the Contextual suggestion track are on the
open web and use the Google Places API to identify relevant
suggestions and the Yandex Rich Content API to generate
the descriptions for suggested entities.
1

Axiomatic Re-Ranking Approach

The main idea underlying our Web track runs is to employ
combinations of axioms from the IR literature to re-rank the
baseline’s results. We first give a high-level view of the general system and then introduce the axioms we use to generate individual re-ranked lists of the baseline’s results. We
then describe the rank aggregation method used to combine
different re-ranked result lists.
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WEB TRACK

http://lemurproject.org/clueweb12/services.php

Figure 1: Our general axiomatic approach with its
three steps: initial ranking, applying axioms, merge
and weight results

Table 1: Analyzed axioms grouped by their purpose.
Purpose
Acronym Source Used
Term frequency

TFC1
TFC2
TFC3
TDC

[8]
[8]
[9]
[8]

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Document length

LNC1
LNC2
TF-LNC

[8]
[8]
[8]

Yes
Yes
Yes

Lower bound

LB1
LB2

[19]
[19]

Yes
No

Semantic similarity

STMC1
STMC2
STMC3
PROX1
PROX2
PROX3
PROX4
TSSC1/2

[10]
[10]
[10]
new
new
new
new
[20]

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

R/AND
CPRF
CTM
CMR
CEM
ORG

[22, 21]
[5]
[17]
[12]
[2]

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Term proximity

Other

the individual axioms are aggregated into a final ranking of
the candidate documents.

2.1.2

Axioms for IR Models

To form a basic axiom set used in our approach, we analyzed the published axioms and selected the ones that can be
used to produce re-rankings of a candidate set. We decided
to only use axioms working on pairs and triples of documents. Furthermore, we decided that for the used axioms it
has to be possible to formulate them as a triple
axiom = (precondition, condition, conclusion),
where precondition is any evaluable condition, condition is
a more specific filter argument, and conclusion is a rank
information (e.g., di > dj meaning document di should be
ranked above document dj ). To apply an axiom, we need to
iterate over all pairs or triples of candidate documents and
check precondition and condition to infer the rank information.
For example, after applying axiom a we might get the
ranking information d1 > d2 , d3 > d2 , and d3 > d1 . Such
results are stored in a matrix Aa for each axiom a with


Aa [i, j] =

2.1.3

1
0

if di > dj
.
otherwise

Used Axioms And Applied Modifications

The axioms that we analyzed for applicability in our setting are shown in Table 1 grouped according to their main
purpose. We did not use all published axioms since not
all axioms could be transformed to our needed triple form
of (precondition, condition, conclusion), some axioms are too
general or are partially covered by other axioms. For later
evaluation, we also introduce an “axiom” ORG that simply
yields an unmodified ranking (i.e., the original ranking).

The precondition of some axioms explicitly requests that
a pair/triple of documents is of the exact same length (e.g.,
TFC3 [9]). Since in a practical setting there are hardly any
documents of the exact same length, we decided to simplify
such length conditions to be different by at most 10%.
Some axioms request equal term-frequency values tf (w)
or term-discrimination values td(w) (often idf is used). We
decided to truncate such values to the first two decimals,
since otherwise there are hardly any terms with equal tf (x)
or td(x) values.
Some axioms employ a similarity measure sim(w1 , w2 ) for
two terms. We use WordNet3 in these cases.

2.1.4

Rank-aggregation

Based on the ranking matrices Aa of the individual used
axioms, we create a summarized and weighted matrix A with
A=

X

Aa · weight(a),

a∈axioms

where the weight function (weight : axioms 7→ R+ ) is used to
increase or decrease the importance of an axiom in different
settings.
Note that the matrix A might contain conflicts: if for example A[i, j] = A[j, i] there is no clear answer to the question
of whether document di should be ranked above dj or vice
versa. This describes a typical rank-aggregation problem
that can be translated to a social choice problem for which
several rank aggregation schemes are proposed [6, 4]. We
choose the Kemeny score for rank-aggregation since it can
be used in meta-search engines for rank aggregation [6] and
since we can use the particular rankings of the individual
axioms. Kemeny rank aggregation aggregates m different
rankings into one global ranking while minimizing the sum
of a distance function to the original m rankings. The distance typically denotes the number of pairs of candidates
that are ranked in a different ordering [18].
Identifying the Kemeny ranking in election setups is a
well known NP-complete problem [16]. Different Kemeny
rank aggregation approaches are proposed in the literature
for instance based on FPT-ideas [3] or the KwikSort approximation scheme [1]. We employ KwikSort that originally
solves the minimum feedback arc set problem in weighted
tournaments. Our setting of Kemeny rank aggregation can
be transformed to such a problem by viewing it as a directed weighted graph with the vertex set V = {d1 , ..., dn }
and edges described by the above matrix A.

2.2

Identifying Promising Combinations

Based on the described axiomatic re-ranking schemes, we
develop runs for the Web Track 2014. To identify promising combinations of the individual axioms, we use the Web
Track 2013 queries and relevance judgments.
For each Web Track 2013 query and for each combination
of axioms (overall 214 for the 14 axioms used), we build the
resulting rankings. For every ranking of each combination,
we calculate the difference of the α − nDCG@20 value to
the baseline. Based on these measures, we generate the two
combinations “max” and “syn.”
To identify the max-combination, we calculate the mean
score over all queries for each axiom combination. To identify the syn-combination, we count for how many queries
3
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the score difference to the baseline is negative. Using the
described values calculated for all axiom combinations, we
identify the candidate combinations as follows. First, we
select the top performing 10% of the axiom combinations
(we use 1,600 out of the 16,384). If an axiom a is contained in more than half of these combinations (i.e., more
than 800) it will be used for the respective max- or syncombination. Note that the axioms contained in a combination are weighted uniformly. Further tuning the weights
might be an interesting task for future work.

2.3

Runs

Our three runs are using different axiom combinations for
generating the re-ranked result lists from the top-50 documents of the baseline ranking.
• webisWt14axAll; All axioms: This run uses all 14 implemented axioms.
• webisWt14axMax; Max-combination: This run uses the
axioms TFC3, LNC1, LNC2, LB1, PROX2, PROX3,
and PROX4.
• webisWt14axSyn- Synthetic syn-combination: This run
uses the axioms TFC1, TDC, LNC2, LB1, PROX2 and
PROX3.

2.4

Brief Discussion

The results of our different runs indicate that the synand max-combinations can significantly improve the baseline
ranking. Both clearly outperformed the all-combination.
Thus, carefully choosing axiom combinations tailored to different retrieval models might be a very promising axiomatic
re-ranking idea that we aim to further explore.

3.

SESSION TRACK

The three research questions we examine with our runs of
the Session track are as follows. In a first run, we use the
axiomatic approach explained for the Web track to get some
more judgments for evaluating the axiom combinations. In a
second run, we examine whether displaying results judged as
relevant for similar information needs in the last year, help
to improve retrieval performance of new but related queries.
In a third run, we examine whether the user interactions
can be used to train an activation model to predict relevant
documents for new queries.
In the following, we explain the three runs individually.
For each run, three ranked lists have to be submitted. The
first RL1 does not use any session information, so we use the
baseline results provided by the track organizers without any
changes. For the second list RL2, local session knowledge
can be used, for example the displayed results and the clicks
of the session. For the third list RL3, any knowledge also
from other sessions might be exploited.

3.1

Run webisSt14ax

The idea of our axiomatic run for the Session track is to
use the syn-combination for RL2 and the max-combination
for RL3. To exploit session knowledge, we train some further weighting compared to the Web track runs where an
axiom was either used or not but the used axioms had uniform weights. The axiom weights for the session track are
trained on the previous clicks of the user submitting the

current query. Thus, both our RL2 and RL3 of the webisSt14ax run only use “local” session information of the
same user. As before, the first 50 documents of the baseline
are re-ranked and the remaining baseline results are simply
appended without further modification.

3.1.1

Axiom Weighting

To train the individual axiom weights in the max- and
the syn-combination, we use the session information in form
of previous queries, retrieved results with shown snippets,
and click information. Based on the previous queries and
clicked results, we interpret each click interaction for previous queries as a manual re-ranking: simply swapping the
documents based on the click logs. We assume that the user
just saw the snippet and thus only use the snippets for click
interpretation (i.e., viewing the snippets as a compressed
version of the document). The resulting user re-ranked result is used to find an axiom weight combination that yields
the most similar ranking. The “best” weight combination
for an individual session is then also used in the max- and
syn-combination for the current query of the session.

3.1.2

Detailed RLs

As for RL1, we simply use the original baseline results.
As for RL2, we use the syn-combination from the Web track
with trained weights on the individual sessions. As for RL3,
we use the max-combination in an analogous manner.

3.2

Run webisSt14db

The idea of our second Session track run is to examine the
influence of documents judged as relevant to similar sessions
/ information needs. To this end, we exploit the relevance
judgments from the TREC 2013 Session track and insert
documents at the top of the current ranking with the highest
judgments on similar sessions from 2013 if there are any
that are at least relevant. Session similarity was measured
using our session detection scheme [13]: only sessions from
other users with a cosine similarity (tf -weights) of the query
strings of more than 0.35 are viewed as similar. Note that
this approach is somewhat similar to our last year’s run
webisS1 [15] but with qrel files instead of click logs (i.e.,
assuming a perfect knowledge of what others perceive as
relevant).

3.2.1

Detailed RLs

As for RL2, we only remove documents contained in the
result list of previous queries from the baseline ranking. As
for RL3, we insert the documents judged as relevant or better from sessions of the previous year and then append the
baseline results without the previously seen documents.

3.3

Run webisSt14act

The idea of our third run is to examine the impact of
a user model inspired by the spreading activation framework [11]. Thus, for RL3 we assume the knowledge of the
task description—somewhat cheating but also modeling an
almost perfect task model. Based on keyphrases extracted
from the task description, the activation of a document’s
snippet is measured.

3.3.1

Detailed RLs

RL2 is the same as for our webisSt14db run: we only remove previously seen documents from the baseline ranking.

As for RL3, we re-rank the RL2 list according to the activation based on PMI between phrases of the task description
and the result snippets. Documents with higher activation
snippets are moved to the top with the reasoning that the
user would probably rather click on these. In case that the
RL3 results are promising, a further RL2 could be trained
on only the keyphrases extracted from the users previous
queries, for instance via query segmentation [14], and on
keyphrases extracted from the (clicked) snippets.

3.4

Brief Discussion

The results indicate that our idea of training axiom combinations based on the user clicks did not improve the ranking
very much. One reason might be that only few clicks are
contained in the released sessions such that is almost impossible to “train” at all. Experiments with longer sessions
containing more clicks might be an interesting direction for
the axiomatic re-ranking framework. As for the activationbased run, it seems to also have not helped much to improve
the result ranking.

4.

CONTEXTUAL SUGGESTION TRACK

The research question we examine in the Contextual Suggestion track is whether a description enriched by an explanation of why an entity was suggested is perceived as
positive or negative. Thus, for the actual retrieval of suggestions we build upon state-of-the-art tools. Our first run
uses descriptions without explanations while an explanation
is added in the second run. The suggestions are the same
for both runs, only the descriptions differ.

4.1

Run webis_1

To identify the suggestions of our first run, we crawled
suggestions from the Google Places API near the context
coordinates (radius 2.5 km) and rank them according to the
Google Places ranking. The description for an item is generated via the Yandex Rich Content API with the respective
Google Places website as input. The description is restricted
to a maximum of 330 characters to be able to extend it with
further information in our second run.

4.2

Run webis_2

The suggestions are the ones from the first run but the descriptions are slightly different. The 330 characters obtained
from the Yandex Rich Content API are preceded by a sentence containing the average user rating from the Google
Places API and whether the user for whom the suggestion
is derived favors similar examples in their profile.

4.3

Brief Discussion

The results indicate that the additional information given
in our second run’s descriptions did not result in better judgments. Probably placing the further explanations of average
ratings and similar examples in front of the actual item’s
description is not the best idea. Promising directions for
future work might be to examine the placement of the explanation at the end of the actual description text or even
somewhere in the middle. In this case of choosing to insert
it into the middle, paraphrasing techniques from computational linguistics might be helpful to polish the combined
description and ensure a good readability for human users.
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